Verstegen introduces Guilt Free sauces in four different flavour varieties.

The first of their kind: sauces without any added sugars or sweeteners, with a fantastic
flavour. In other words, the best of both worlds. The sauces are made from the finest

herbs and spices, contain no listed allergens and only those sugars naturally found in the

ingredients. They are ideal for a health-conscious hospitality entrepreneur such as yourself.
Now, you can serve your customers a healthier sauce option while still putting flavour first.

Guilt Free zero added sugar sauces offer you and your customers the freedom to choose a
responsible food option – one that also happens to be the tastiest available! Guilt Free.

piri piri
prawns
Prawns • Chermoula
green onions • Piri Piri Sauce

Salsa tex mex
vegetables
Grilled vegetables • Salsa Tex-Mex

curry ketchup
Chicken sausage
Chicken sausage with
Gamsa Medina • Curry Ketchup

tomato ketchup
meatball
Veal with Ras el Hanout
watercress • Tomato Ketchup

Zero Added Sugar
Sugar: it’s been front and centre in food trends for years now. Specifically,

the trend toward less sugar. The demand for all-natural and reduced-sugar
products continues to increase. This development, however, quickly yields

a dilemma for consumers like yourself. Because often, less sugar means less
flavour as well. Verstegen is breaking this pattern with its Guilt Free sauces.
Guilt Free sauces offer a perfect alternative to the regular sauces in your

professional kitchen. They offer the freedom to choose a responsible food
option – one that also happens to be the tastiest available!
The sauces are available in four flavours:

Guilt Free sauces
Article No
328201
332801
325901
334001

Article

Guilt Free Piri Piri Sauce
Guilt Free Salsa Tex-Mex
Guilt Free Tomato Ketchup
Guilt Free Curry Ketchup

Packaging
Bottle
Bottle
Bottle
Bottle
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